e entire aviation center
is pleased to share with you
background from the Ft.
er perspective on the increascritical role that Army Aviation
'play if our Army is to be able

counterparts and retired
family they may be somenew; but it is indeed important

for the aviation community
should be on where we have
where we are and how we
sing the Training and Doctrine
mand (TRADOC) Mission
Analysis (MAA)and our recent
Program Review (SPR) to
ewe want to be, and indeed
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of two light observation
t were assigned to each Field
headquarters. The invasion

decades, in three major conflicts, mainly UH-1 B, C and M model
on every continent. Army Aviation Hueys. The bright spot is that AH-1
has now evolved from a small auxil- Cobras are now being assigned and
iary force of the Field Artillery to the National Guard is doing a fine
become a full-fledged member of job of training with them. The
the combined arms team.
principal utility helicopter in the
Reserve Components will continue
to be the UH-1; however, UH-60
TODAY
Black Hawks are now being issued
As part of the Total Army, our for cross-training. Furthermore, CHactive forces have more than 5,800 47A Chinooks will be replaced with
aircraft in the field with 7,000 com- CH-47C models during the coming
missioned officers. 5,800 warrant decade, and under current plans
officer aviators, and 23,000 non- they will receive the "D" model
commissioned officers and enlisted Chinook in the 1990s.
service members deployed worldwide. However, the status of our
total aviation force is critically deCavalry Brigade
pendent on our Reserve Components:
Air Attack (CBAA)
The National Guard, with about
With respect to force organiza2.550 aircraft at 85 installations,
tion,
the generic Air Cavalry Atrepresents some 50 percent of all
CONUS aviation forces while the tack Brigade (ACAB) is on the
Army Reserve has about 510 aircraft ground for testing in the 9th Infantry
located in 38 Army Reserve flight Division at Ft. Lewis. WA- where
facilities across the nation. Together it is designated the 9th Cavalry Brithey contain a wealth of tactical gade (Air Attack) or CBAA. The
experience.The Guard aviation fleet CBAA is a highly mobile and flexhas come a long way in the past 10 ible maneuver brigade tailored to
years, and while the majority of its fight (figure 1).It optimizes employaircraft are the same as our active ment of all the new aviation equipfleet, an area of continuing concern ment and provides the division comis their attack aircraft which are mander additional tactical flexibility
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FIGURE 1: Cavalry Brigade Air Attack (CBAA)-a maneuver brigade
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Air" Battle and deep-attack
extended "AirLand" Battle.
capabilities exist in our avia
organizations and equipment n
but we are going to be called
to do even more. Engageme
the first echelon by our for
divisions requires that aviatio

FIGURE 2: Cavalry Brigade Air Attack (CBAA)-aviation maneuver force
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SOVIET ARMED
HELICOPTERS = CHECKMATE?

FIGURE 3: AirLand Battle

as all aviation assets of the division
are located in this single brigade.
The CBAA is an aviation maneuver
force which has a full staff con~plement capable of planning and conducting combat operations to the
rear and the flanks of the division,
as well as the capacity to assume
control of ground assets as necessary
for
mission
accomplishment.
T h e modularity of the brigade
was designed to provide for improved command and control of
aviation resources and to exploit
the ability of the division to mass
antiarmor forces (figure 2).
We know so well that the threat
we face on the AirLand Battlefield
outnumbers us significantly in main
battle tanks. For this reason we try
to organize and optimize our attack
helicopter force to kill enemy tanks
and threat systems. This would even
the odds for the combined arms
team. But now we face the real and
imminent possibility that the threat
will outnumber us not only in tanks
but also in attack helicopters; thus,
we could be checkmated (figure 3 ) .
In other words. to protect both
our offensive and defenrive capability on the ground and in the air.
we must carefully guard our aviation
forces-anci yet go after theirs!!
T o combat this threat. Army
Aviation forces, through the application of the inherent characteristics
o f speed and economy of force
coupled with great firepower (figure

team employnlent op
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FIGURE 6: Concept Based Requirement System

tunities for resolution first in doctrine, then organization and training and, finally, in materiel.
These opportunities are now
evolving into new concepts which
will drive our long-term developments- better focusing the user's
requirements to meet the challenge
of the 1990s (figure 6). This methodology should then permit us to lead
the threat, not merely react'to it as
we have in the past.
Ultimately then, we have identified the real and manageable deficiencies upon which to base Army

FIGURE 7: Forecast Future Requirements

representing the Army,
Marines and Air Force a
senior executive service, co
cuss aviation's deficiencies
opportunities. With the guid
we then received from the
Aviation Center, is produc
development plan schedule
publication in October 1982, to
our aviation forces during the

FIGURE 8: Army Aviation Progress
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Concepts, Doctrine and Tactics Panel
* Survivability of SEMA Aircraft
* Combined Arms Operations

JAAT Operations
8

Helicopter Air-To-Air

I
t

NBC Operations

I

Airspace Management
Reduced Visibility Operations
* Self-Deployment Procedures

-

Across FLOT Operations
Search and Rescue, Survival, Escape, Resistance and Evasion

Organization and Force Structure Panel
* CONUS Versus OCONUS-Aircraft Distribution
* Supporting the Force-Airframes
War Reserve Stock and POMCUS
* Sustained Operations- Manning
* Wartime Flying Hours

Training Panel
Commissioned Officer Aviator Tralning
Integration of Army Aviation Into Combined Arms Training
* Training Device Development
* Range Adequacy for Tralning

Special Electronic Mission Aircraft T r a ~ n ~ n g

Materiel Panel
Aircraft Survivability Equipment
* Aviation Life Support Equipment
* Fleet Obsolescence
Class lllA and VA Sustainability

Desert Operations
Air-to-Air and Air Defense Suppression Weapons

U

FIGURE 9: Systems Program Review-Panel Issues
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last, but not least, in materiel. Quite
a list in all areas, but a list that has
been prioritized, sanitized and
recognized by our community as
representing the key deficiencies
where our energies must be foctt.red
now if we are to get the most from
Army Aviation.
The foregoing issues and the
discussions that followed were summarized by the TRADOC commander to include these highlights
(figure 10).General Otis is convinced
that these issues are best addressed
within the Total Army effort because
of aviation's impact on all TRADOC
mission areas.
Taking all of this into consideration, General Vessey summed up
the conference and issued guidance
in a number of the most critical
areas (figure 11). Specifically, combined arms training must be a joint
service effort; aviation should be
integrated into the national training
centers and aviation training ranges
developed; our air-to-air combat
capability as part of our overall air
defense must be improved; and our
flying hours and crew ratios increased to support wartime projections; our aircraft fleet must be
modernized, keeping in mind the
fact that we can't buy everything.
We must therefore develop an optimum fleet mix of existing and new
aircraft and equipment and we must
further develop equipment and
procedures to capitalize on aircraft
self-deployability, survivability of
aircraft and aircrew life support
systems and finally our logistics
support system must be enhanced.
The Vice Chiefs concluding counsel
was that we must structure, equip
and train our aviation forces to meet
mission needs, recognizing that there
are real world constraints such as
men, money and time.

Mission
Army Aviation's summary situation report today is that our doctrine
is the AirLand Battle-our organization, the cavalry brigade air attackour materiel will incorporate advan-

Branch Proponency
Air-To-Air/Air Defense
Airspace Management
Sustained Operations
Guard/Reserve Roundout
Reinforce Europe
Combined Arms Training
Desert Operations
Fleet Obsolescence

General Otis

I

Logistics Support

men- throughout our Army,
and Reserve Components.
Army Aviation is a vital co

FIGURE 10: TRADOC Commander's Summary

ped and prepared today for
contingency. For Army Aviati
Comb~nedArms Training
National Training Center
Training Ranges
Air-To-Air Capability
Flying Hours
Aircraft Modernization
* Self-Deployability
Survivability/Life Suppor
Logistics Support
Force Structure

General Vessey

FIGURE 11: Guidance from the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army
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The Mission of the Total Army Is. . .
To Deter Attack Upon National Interests
E. C. Meyer and
And If Deterrence Fails. . .
John 0. Marsh Jr.
To Engage and Defeat Any Enemy
December 1981
In Any Environment
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can provide to the co
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FIGURE 12: Total Army Goals

ced technology-and our training
programs must fully integrate combined arms.
Furthermore, the mission of Army
Aviation has now been redefined
by the Chief of Staff of the Army.
Our mission now is to "conduct
prompt and sustaiiled combat operations. "Gone is the nuance of Army
Aviation being simply a supporter,

truly the most modern and pro
of the combat arms, proudly j
with the Infantry, Armor,
Artillery and Air Defense f o
the combat multiplier of the
. . . which is destined to

a transporter or an observer. The
aviation community will meet its
commitment to the Total Army goals
as prescribed by the Chief of Staff
and the Secretary of the Army
(figure 12). Our AAMAA findings
culminate our most extensive study
ever, and the AASPR will serve as
a roadmap to guide us through the
bold, new concepts we need to reach

Keeping all of this in mind, i
in Army Aviation "be all we
be'' in the next 40 years, as
been in the first 40.

Next month: The second article 1
series looks at tactics and docfrin
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